I. Introduction
If a group G has a full order relation, <, such that for each a,b,c € G if a < b then both ac < be and ca < cb, we say that (G, <) is an f,o. group, that it is fully ordered by <, and that < is a full order of G. If G is fully ordered by < and C 5 G is a subset such that when a,b € C, then all x between a and b are also in C, we say that C is convex with respect to < or if there is no ambiguity simply that C is convex. We denote by C < the family of all sub groups of G convex with respect to <. The family C < is called the convex family of (G, <) . Furthermore there will be a full order, < 3 of G such that 3 £ C^.
Until now it was not known whether a full order < of G existed such that 3 = C.. However, by the example below this question is answered in the negative.
We now consider TFLN groups. It has been known for some time that all TFLN groups can be fully ordered (see Neumann (_5) ; Graham [2} has another proof) • Another result in Graham [j2] is the following, Lemma: If G is TFLN and < is a full order of G then C < is a normal system of G.
Proof: By straightforward calculation if C € C a nd g e G then
g~ Cg e C also.
Thus <f Cg => C or g -1 Cg S C, To show that 2 11 If x,y e G then (x,y) = x~ y~ xy* If S and T are subgroups of then (S>T) = gp( (s,t) | s e S and t e T) . Finally (S,T,U) meanjs ((ST)U) g~ Cg = C for all C e C and g e G we assume otherwise. Without loss of generality we assume that there is a g e G and a C € C such that g~ Cg ^ C. Then there is an a e C such that g~ ag k C s so for arbitrary positive n we have (1) g-^ag 1 " 1 / gn Cg n .
het C^ = g"" On to the conditions of theorem 1:
(ii) Since G 2 is normal in G, this condition is satisfied.
(iii) G / G 9 anc * G 7^^ ==: G 2 are eas^l y shown to be Abelian, They are known to be torsion free and finitely generated, hence they are isomorphic to subgroups of the additive reals, 
